
Dredging the debt 

A chastened Dubai goes back to what it does best: borrowing money. 

 

It is a story every banker in Dubai likes to tell: in the 1950s the emirate borrowed money from 
Kuwait to dredge Dubai creek, the first of many leveraged bets on infrastructure. Dubai’s 
government is now looking to borrow $6.5 billion to help clear a different kind of sediment: the 
accumulated debts of over $80 billion left behind by Dubai’s years of speculation and irrational 
exuberance. 

According to a prospectus issued on October 21st, Dubai hopes to raise the money by selling a 
$4 billion bond and an Islamic bond, or sukuk, worth $2.5 billion. It is a sign of how quickly 
sentiment is turning that Dubai can even contemplate such a pitch (see chart). Until recently, 
investors were expecting Dubai to meet its obligations by running down its assets or rolling 
over its loans—not by issuing fresh liabilities to new investors. 

The Dubai government itself is carrying 71 billion dirhams ($19 billion) of debt, the prospectus 
says. But that figure excludes the liabilities of other government-backed conglomerates that 
together form “Dubai Inc”. One of those conglomerates, Dubai World, is in the midst of its own 
debt restructuring. The group includes some unflashy, sound businesses, such as Jebel Ali 
Port. But its flagship property developer, Nakheel, has become the symbol of Dubai’s past 
excesses and present troubles. Famous for its artificial islands and outlandish hotels, Nakheel 
is now closely watched because of the $4.05 billion sukuk it must repay in December. 

Dubai will probably make timely payment on any of the bonds or sukuk that trade on public 
markets. It does not want to lose face, one banker says: “There is a link between the 
timeliness of payment and the visibility of the instrument.” But it will try to postpone bilateral 
obligations, quietly and below the radar. Local banks will probably be asked to sacrifice the 
most. In neighbouring Saudi Arabia, reports suggest an indebted family conglomerate is trying 
to resolve its debts by favouring local banks at the expense of foreign ones. Given how much 
Dubai has spent polishing its image as an international financial centre, it would be suicidal for 
the emirate to do the same, say analysts. 

Those speculators who bought Nakheel’s debt at half its face value have been vindicated. They 
guessed that Dubai’s neighbour, Abu Dhabi, the wealthiest member of the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE), with over 90% of its oil, could not let its troubled cousin fail. In February it 
bought $10 billion-worth of Dubai’s bonds on soft terms through the UAE’s central bank. Dubai 
is preparing to raise a second $10 billion tranche from the central bank. 

 



These funds are being allocated to the member companies of Dubai Inc by a Financial Support 
Fund, which is vetting the companies’ business plans. In the boom years Dubai never 
exercised much oversight over the conglomerates that sought to outdo each other, even as 
they shared the government’s financial backing. “Three years too late, Dubai now has a value-
for-money committee,” says one banker.  
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